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'PINIONS

BY PARRISH

Two Chrlstmases

On December 25, 1841, the United States had just entered the
most terrible war In history.
Christmas, 1945, finds America victorious in that war—that is, the
war with the Japanese and the
Germans. Already, many articles
have appeared hailing the end of
the war and talking as if peace
were a "fait accompli." Yes, it's
true that the Germans have signed
numerous documents of surrender,
and the Jap representatives have
inked the surrender instruments
aboard the U.S.S. "Missouri." That
should end the fighting.
But the news reporters have not
returned to giving prominence to
sports events and gangsterism—
daily we hear accounts of British
killing Javanese, or the converse;
and whether the United States
should aid the Chinese Nationals
In their fight with the Communists
is a cdmmon topic for small talk.
Ugly rumors have sprung up as
to the Russian occupation 'tactics
In Germany, and the American
Department of State has asked for
a definition of Soviet policies In
Iran. Then, to-top it all off, Patrick Hurley, ambassador to China
and one-time Secretary of War,
blasts all American career diplomats in the Far East, calling them
everything but jackasses. And finally, In a speech in the House of
Commons, opposition leader Winston Churchill forecasts civil war
for Great Britain.
It is in such an atmosphere as
this that the United Nations organization is to be launched. Although this organization was formutated only a few months ago,
current world questions, that of
the atomic bomb chief among
them, have already shoved It into
the background. When it does begin to function, it appears that
doubts and Jealousies will nullify
its work. The tide of discussion
has shifted from "If we have war"
to "When we have war."
It seems a colossal irony that,
after four years of hell, America
is looking for more.
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MILESTONE OFFICERS CHOSEN
Three Progress Staff
Members Hold Top
Positions On Annual

15th Annual Messiah
To Be Presented

On Sunday, December S) at 7:30
o'clock p. m. "The Messiah" will
At a call meeting of the senior
be presented in the Hiram Brock
•lass,
November 19, held In the
Auditorium. This great work of
Little Theatre, Herbert Searcy,
George Frederick Handel, written
in 1741, is such magnificent music
Carrollton, was elected editor of
that it has become symbolic of the
this year's Milestone. Searcy la
spirit of Christmas. An Important
an English major and is now copy
event for Eastern, the annual
editor of the Progress. Last year
presentation of "The Messiah" at
Eastern is one of the few given in
he was editor of Belles Lettres, the
Kentucky. Since 1*31 the Christliterary publication of the college
mas spirit at Eastern has been
sponsored
by the Canterbury Club.
heightened by the annual singing
This background of journalistic exof "The Messiah."
perience was the reason for the
Mr. James E. Van Peursem first
organized the Messiah chorus when
class's unanimous selection and
the music department of Eastern
should prove invaluable to him in
was small and those interested in
his new position.
"The Messiah" few. For the past
Elected to work with the editor
fourteen years this program has
was Laura Hurt, Lynch, as assistbeen given in conjunction with Beant editor. Laura is a transfer
rea College. Eastern and Berea
TYLER, Business Manager
student from Georgetown College
have cooperated in exchanging
where She had experience in this
singers and orchestra members.
type of work on their yearbook.
Men from Richmond churches are
She also holds the position of asexpected to lend their services this
sistant business manager of the
year as they have done previously.
Progress.
These singers were especially helpThe male influence can, be read ful during the war, when Eastern's
Tina Tyler of McRoberts, who at
on the faces of American women enrollment was small, and the
present is a news reporter for the
from border to border, and from chorus number had become greatly
The "Hanging of the Greens,"
Progress, was elected business
campus to campus, says Elizabeth reduced. Largely through their an annual Christmas program
manager. This position require* a
MacDonald 'Osborne, consultant In services Eastern was able to pre- sponeored by the Y.W.C.A. and
great deal of work and carries with
pergongj development, Dorothy sent "The Messiah" during the war the Y.M.C.A., will be given Sunit an unlimited amount of responsiGray Laboratories, New York. Miss without lowering the standard of day, December 9, at 4:00 p. m. in
bility.
Osborne is lecturing to the students a single performance.
Walnut Hall of the Student Union
A letter was received by James
of Eastern on December 6th and
Building. ,
This
year's
chorus
will
be
sung
Smith president of the senior class,
December 7th.
The
main
features
of
this
prowith the usual excellent quality,
from President W. F. O'Donnell
Most American college girls, and although comparing to the largest gram include the beautiful and imcomplimenting the class on their
their mothers and sisters, were of choruses In previous years about pressive candlelight procession and
wise selection and saying, "It is an
letting their appearance go a little half. Outstanding out-of-town so- the decorating the hall with the
excellent staff, and it will be a
to seed just before the war ended.
will help to make the ren- typical Christmas greens. Also
pleasure to work with it."
Miss Osborne observed. Now, with loists
dition of this great oratorio more the usual Christmas carols are
This group has begun its work
men returning from service, the enjoyable. Announcement of these sung, and the traditional Christand plans to let out the contracts
girls are primping once again and soloists will be made In the near mas Scripture is read.
to the various business firms before
dressing up.
The "Hanging of the Greens"
future..
the first of the year. The balance
"Last year many of the great
was
instituted
in
1931,
and
was
The Wolf and the Dog
Everyone is invited to attend. held for several years In the baseof the staff wUl be chosen next
coeducational institutions were
Those who are new to the campus
quarter.
A hungry wolf came upon a dog virtually girls' schools, and I found are especially urged to attend. One ment of Burnam Hall. In 1941,
The fee for the yearbook will be
arid said to him, "Good friend, I many deans worried about the who has not heard "The Messiah" the program was held in Walnut
charged to the student body when
am so hungry that I cant sleep, students' lack of Interest In their cannot afford to miss such an op- Hall of the Student Union Buildthey enroll for the winter quarter.
ing, where it has been held each
while you are sleek and fat. Where appearance."
HURT, Assistant Editor
"It wasn't Just the well-known portunity. Those who have heard year since.
It will be the customary five doldo you get so much to eat?"
this
great
work
will
realize
upon
lars, which will Include the cost
Approximately one hundred girls
"I am the servant of my mas- dungarees and flapping shirttails. each new hearing more enjoyment
of one copy of the book and the
ter, ' answered the dog. "I take It was the fact that many girls and appreciation for the noble participate in the candlelight prostudent's picture with his class.
care of his house, and he gives me were not taking care of their hair, theme and beautiful music of "The cession and carrying of the greens,
their faces and their posture."
and
several
of
the
boys
assist
with
plenty to eat."
"A women can wear extreirely Messiah."
the hanging. In previous years a
"I live very poorly," moaned the
great amount of work was requirwolf. "Day and night I roam casual clothes and yet look attracJean Crutcher, chairman of the
ed in making the greens from Social Service Committee of the
through the fields and forest, hunt- tive If she is beautifully groomed.
cedar, but now the wreaths and
ing in vain for food for my family. Unfortunately, too many girls
decorations are made of the Christ- Y. W. C. A., la in chagre of thy
I can stand it no" longer; my wife didn't bother about their groomMiss Phyllis Greife, traveling
ing
when
there
was
little
prospect
work being done by the Y at Telmas
laurel rope.
and children are dying from hunsecretary for the World Student
of
a
date."
On
the
basis
of
a
study
of
the
At
various
times
faculty
memford Community Center. Each Friger. Could I, therefore, become a
A great part of Miss Osborne's different veterans' programs in the bers have spoken at these pro- day night since November 9, the Service Fund, will be on the Eastservant of your master and guard
ern campus Thursday, December
work,
she
says,
is
in
convincing
other
states,
the
Veterans'
Comgrams:
At
other
times,
it
has
his house?"
program for the evening was un- 6.
The dog agreed, and they both her audiences that beauty, good mittee of Eastern is working out been presented wholly by students.
Miss Greife will be presented to
set off through the woods toward groom and an attractive person- a plan for the veteran students of Last year Dr. Warmingham, of the der the direction of students from
American Youth Foundation was Eastern, aided by Jane Johnston the student body at Vesper Serthe home of the dog's master. Then ality are all the result of good Eastern.
vices that evening and will be presMr. M. E. Mattox, chairman of the guest speaker, and this year and Mrs. W. H. Cosby.
the wolf happened to glance at dally habits, and cannot be be
ent at the Y cabinet meeting.
the neck of the dog. Astonished at achieved overnight, in time for a the committee, has arranged with Dr. Robert Miles, minister of the
She program lasts from 6:30Saturday dance.
the Veterans' Administration of First Presbyterian Church, LexThe work of the World Student
what he saw, he cried:
I p. m. Games, both active and Service Fund will be explained by
Miss
Osborne
has
lectured
in
Lexington
to
have
here
at
Eastern
ington,
Kentucky,
is
to
be
the
"I see that your neck has no
quiet,
are
played,
and
folk
dancing
Miss Greife, who organized an outhair on it Are all dogs without many outstanding colleges and un- an office through which veterans guest speaker.
is taught. Later in the evening, standing W S S F campaign at
iversities such as Randolph-Macon may receive allotments and transhair on their necks?"
refreshments are served, sometimes Ohio Wesleyan. Her undergradu"No," answered the dog, "No, College, Pembroke College, North- act such business that Is connect- ASIIMORE RESIGNS
including cookies and cocoa, or a ate work was completed at Ohio
not all dogs. Mine is bare because western University, Pennsylvania ed with their discharges.
Ben Ashmore, principal oil spaghetti supper.
As counselor, Mr. Mattox keeps Model High School for the past
Wesleyan University in 1944, and
I wear a chain around my neck in College for Women, University of
The children who attend these followed by graduate work at the
the daytime, and lie in the house Michigan ^Ohio State University all necessary forms and there is three and a half years, has reand
over
seventy
other
well
known
parties
consist
mostly
of
boys
bea notary public in the office who signed his position effective at
University of Chicago. She -comof my master. A chain is made of
Through the end of this, quarter to enter tween the ages of five and fifteen. bined her graduate study with
iron, and iron is hard. Therefore colleges and universities in the Un- notarizes such forms.
The
largest
number
of
persons
this office some veterans are serv- business with his brother in his
work in a settlement school In Chimy neck is bare. But at night I ited States.
Her first lecture at Eastern will ed who do not attend Eastern.
home town of Madiaonville. A present at any time has been 47. cago where she worked full-time
am free. Then can I roam wherbe given In assembly Wednesday,
As regards the pre-fabricated graduate of Eastern to the class
The Social Service. Committee is during the past summer.
ever I wish."
"Dear brother," said the wolf December 6th, and she is going to houses to be erected for veterans of 1936, he taught In Mason coun- planning to have a Onritsmas parWhile at Ohio Wesleyan, Miss
solemnly, Hunger is hard, bat a speak on the subject, "The Impres- and their wives, there are now ty eight years before coming to ty for the children on the Friday Greife achieved many distinctions.
sion
-We
Leave."
This
lecture
is
twenty
reservations.
The
enbefore
Christmas.
The
program
Richmond. Mr. and Mrs. Ashmore
chain Is harder. I wear no chain,
She is a member of Phio Society,
and will never wear one. Rather to be sponsored by the House Coun gineers have already laid off the and their son, Jimmy, will leave will be taken care of mainly by- and received a prize for work in
cil
of
Burnam
Hall.
new
street
on
which
these
houses
December 14. The college and the girls who live in Richmond.
would I starve with my wife and
Sociology. As a member of KapOn Wednesday evening of the will be located. Some of the farm community regret to lose this
Anyone who is Interested in this pa Kappa Gamma Sorority, the
children. Return alone to your
same
day
at
7:00
p.
m.
in
the
land will be used for this purposeTj popular young couple, who have worthwhile project may contact Century Club, Mortar Board, and
master. It is better to be hungry
than fat; it is better to be free Little Theatre, the Home Eco- By spring it is expected that there been active to civic and social af- Jean Crutcher or Jane Johnston to the Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, Miss
Burnam Hall.
fairs in the community.
than to wear a chain. Farewell." nomics Club will sponsor another will be sixty such houses filled.
Greife was a leader on the campus.
lecture at which time she •will
speak on the subject, "An Attractive Personality."
The sophomore sorority, Prota
An annual event of the T. W. Decca, will sponsor a lecture on
C. A. and the T. M. C. A. Is the Thursday evening at 7:00 p. m. in
traditional Christmas party. The the Hiram Brock Auditorium. Her
first party of this type was held subject at this time will be "How'
of classes to make it possible for —Although I am a Richmond resiin 1910 for a group of children To Achieve The Right Look." •
the student to have the week-end dent, I think I should make a comShe
will
speak
to
the
Freshmen
who were living on the college
free.
ment on the recreation facilities,
girls'
sociology
classes
at
2:00
p.
farm at that time. It was held
(Third) A provision for a more there just isn't enough of anything
here at the school, and approx- m. Wednesday afternoon. SophoEastern has been dubbed the enjoyable week-end for those stu- to do.
long enough to get the same
imately 140 children attended. The mores are also invited to attend
"Suitcase
College" by the admin- dents who remain on the campus
Marilyn Hope Be Hen by, (Fresh- amount of work done that we do
children were given toys, fruit, this meeting.
The remaining time is divided istrators. This is an undeserving and at the same time creating an man)—No, Saturday classes are in six. Something should be plancandy, and the usual Christmas
into conferences. Each of these title that has been applied to the interest for those who leave the almost a necessity to some stu- ned for EVERY Saturday night
favors.
body for taking the week- campus to seek diversion.
dents and the load or subject they that we would enjoy and make us
In 1843, the "Y's" decided to fur- conferences is one hour in length, student
Nina Herndon, (Freshman),—"I have. , Rcreation, assuredly, be- more able to mix, not pair off to,,
off anl going home. As connish the materials for the party, unlimited in size and is an indi- end
are now, the student does definitely endorse all this and you cause this is the most boring cam- sit and look so bored or down-"
and since the WAC's were to be vidual checkup. Each member of ditions
know how this absence will can underscore that"
pus as regards to recreation I hearted.
here on Christmas Eve, it was de- the group is checked on at least not
be handled. In some classes he is
Besty Tandy, (Freshman)—Yes have been on or ever expect to,
Ruth Ann Twinan (Freshman)
two
traits
and
hears
constructive
cided to let them give the party
penalized by having his grade low- and No. I think there should be and I think there should be a var- —Buddy, I agree! I really do
criticism of the others.
for the children.
ered
and
in
other
classes
he
finds
three
cuts
per
class.
The
recreiety
of
activities
other
than
the
think there should be a limited
Miss Osborne is a graduate of that his grade has not been in- ation is immaterial to me as long dances.
Last year the party was not
number of cuts, and the facility
held on the campus because there Mount Holyoke College, Massa- fluenced.
as there are the concerts to go to
Martha Johnson (Junior)—The should be permitted by the adminwas some difficulty In getting the chusetts. Her experience Includes
plan is good, and if time Is not istration to excuse emergency
If he stays on the campus for on Sunday afternoon.
children transported to and from teaching, art designing, and fash- the week-end, he finds that the
Lucille Brandenberg, (Senior)— allotted to the students, they wUl
of absence. I think there
the school. Due to this difficulty ions. For some years she was a social program la lax. The logical Amen! I think we should be al- take off regardless, so not That leave
be more co-operation that
and others which were encountered, member of the staff of the Wo- argument for the converse would lowed to go home upon good rea- would stop a lot of the foolishness would
way. Six days seems an awful -y
the "Y's" used their fund to spon- man's Home Companion.
Once be that he should spend his time son, but I just don't believe that which goes on that disrupts the long
time, and by the time Thurssor a party out at the rural school, she became established as an au- studying, but there is supposed to classes should be deliberately cut classes.
day rolls around one is plumb tired
and also to give a party for the thority on personal development, be a day of rest in every week.
without any excuse that is sincere.
Janet Thompson, (Freshman)— out and wants something to do, \
children at the Trachoma Hospi- her work was In demand by colWe are vitally Interested to pre- We are able to use reason in our Putting a ban on something works some kind of entertainment
tal. The other one-third of the leges, girls' schools, women's, clubs senting the students' opinions In actions, and as college students on humans contrary to what is
Marbeth Winkler, (Freshman)
fund was used to contribute to^the and training organization.
order that the administration and we are adults. As for the recre- desired to be achieved. If students —Yes, but not if there are too
baskets that went out through the
Miss Osborne explains the most the faculty might take their views ation. I definitely am of the opin- were given Saturday off. it would many cuts, I think a student can
attractive ways to walk, talk, Into consideration when they de- ion that something on that score create more interest In their week use his Judgment in knowing h.Vv
churches.
This year the Christmas party is stand, sit and dress; she prescribes termine what measures are to be should be done promptly.
day work, because this Saturday many classes he can afford to
to be given at the Telford Com- exercises both physical and men- taken. Our observation and reEdward Creech—As president class is too new to most and it miss. Sure, there will be some
munity Center. Jean Crutcher, tal for overcoming tension, and she search have proved to us that of the freshman class I whole- Just takes too long a time to be- who will over-do it that then Is up
chairman of the committee for this is deeply concerned with the com- those people who are active and heartedly support this action.
come adjusted to It.
to the teacher, but if a set reguparty, will return just before mon worry of the young girl outstanding resent this offensive
Proctor Staple ton. (Freshman)
Joy Jones, (Freshman)—I don't lation is installed everyone Is goChristmas to sponsor the project. about the condition of her skin, Ynposition.
I vote In the affirmative that this think the student should be allow- ing to have an equal chance.
All of the Christmas fund will not and tthe technique of makeup.
The students who were inter- be brought to the attention of ed to go home Just whenever he
Jean
Moyer,
(Freshman—I
be used for the party, but a part Miss Osborne constantly emphas- viewed were asked to pass their the administration. Also, I believe feels like It once a month may thihk it's silly to have Saturday
izes
the
fact
that
"you
can
still
will be retained in order to furnish
judgment on these three major the Student Union closes too soon seem a lot, but I thing three cuts classes but when there Is no syson Saturday night, and ought to per quarter would be enough. Of tem anything Is liable to happen.
refreshments tor some of the Fri- be considered attractive, even with issues:
day evening meetings held for the one distinctly homely feature.
(First Should there be a lim- be open, that la the grill, and the course, there are times when it Is You know, that would help all of
children at the Community Center. Nearly every fascinating woman In ited number of cuts, a Just basis "Juke box" on Sunday afternoon, necessary to gq home, things like our dispositions, five days of
In the past years, students, fac- history has had some imperfection' for determining the amount would or change the movies from Tues- that are understood. I would like school and something worthwhile
ulty, and clubs on the campus have which, by breaking the monotony be a definite number for each day night to Sunday, anyhow to work in town on Saturday, and for entertainment for the weeksomething should be done.
I know there are others who feel ends.
Three cute per , quarter
mad* contributions for this annual of bar appearance, has enhanced quarter or for each credit hour.
Rosemary Bruner, (Fraahman) the same, five days ought to be (Continued on Page I>
her charm."
(SMMtf) The
»t

Elizabeth Osborne
In Series Of Lectures

"Hanging Of The
Greens" Walnut
Hall Sunday

Y Community
Center

News For Vets
On The Campus

World Student'
Service

Y Christmas Party

Should Eastern be a Suitcase College?

Students Voice
Opinions

Say No To
Saturday Classes

Thusday, December 6, 1945
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EASTERN PROGRESS MAROONED
Entered at the postoffice at Richmond, Kentucky,
as second-class matter.

with BOB RYLE

We see many Items in the papers
Member of
Ths Kentucky Inter-Collegiate Praaa Association that commentators could use as
subject matter. . We, do not feel
capable of voicing our opinions,
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
but we "would like to call your atBob Ryie
.Editor tention to them. We will start on
Charlotte Berlin
Business Manager the first page and take column one
Laura Hurst
Assistant Business Manager ■ —we see the Chinese are fighting
Herbert Seaicy
....Copy Editor
v
Lois Colley
•■
Alumni Editor a civil war without either side
having a Chinaman's chance—the
Dutch find their Java too hot for
NEWS STAFF
breakfast and have accepted BritJoeTodd
»
- •
.Editor ish tea—the automobile production
jerry Carroi. BUI DeVenzlo
•££?** Is still in low gear—Goering and
Lucille Brandenburgh
•»■ 'Oocfly
Mary L. Langan. Jo Marilyn Morris, Normsi Ann the rest of the Germans are in a
mell of a Hess—the occupation
Richards, Tina Tyler, Burna Dean Talbott
forces in Japan are finding more
than one worm in the Japanese
FEATURE STAFF
Imperial cocoon—Russia wants the
..-1
Editor
Lema Aker
R™ka atomic, but not the way Japan got
Emma Nash Bevacqua
SStoSSS it . . .
Columnists ADIEU YES I DO

SECRETARIAL STAFF
Marilyn Henry and Gean Durham

AS WE SEE IT
THE STUDENT UNION GETS A PREFIX
Whenever a public building is monopolized by one organization to the extent that
it hampers the activities of others, it no
longer serves its purpose. And unless equal
opportunities can be extended to all groups,
there will be inevitable chafing. Such a
condition now exists on our campus!
Next quarter it will be imperative for
the senior class to have many call meetings
to take care of small but important items
concerning graduation. These meetings will
have to be held after supper and before the
other campus, activities that ordinarily begin at seven o'clock. As it is now, the class
would be unable to find a suitable meeting
place in the Student Union Building. The
only opposition they should have should be
the Little Theatre Club which would^
meeting in its own Little Theatre.
There are other rooms in the building
for club activities and for groups that have
few members. This auditorium should not
be scheduled on the calendar for a regular
meeting of any organization and above all
not every night of the week!
PEACE AT LAST?
On December 7, 1941, a country that we
never seriously considered as an enemjTattacked our island possessions in the Pacific
with such astonishing force that we were
nearly knocked out of the war before we
were in it.
Japan had little in the way of raw materials so she had to get them outside of
the homeland. She begged tons of scrap
iron and other materials from the United
States and other countries . . . begged because she was financially incapable of carrying on trade with cash. But with everything against her, she raised one of the
most formidable navies in the world and an
army that coulqVdpr no means be considered
ineffective.
*
American people were shocked that little
peace-loving Japan, who was butchering
China for sport, should attack a big strong
country like the United States . . . why, she
didn't even declare war . . . they can't have
done much damage to Pearl Harbor—it's
impregnable ... if China can fight them
with rocks and green walnuts for years, we
can whip them in two weeks with our huge
navy and army . . . American soldiers training with tomato cansjfcnd stove pipes, cursing at the inadequacy of their equipment
. . . crows* masts of the Pacific fleet peeping out of the water in Pearl Harbor . . .
the; Air Force in the Hawaiians burning . . .
faithful houseboys and servants turn on
their masters ... a country goes to war.
December 21, 1941—our two weeks are
up and we haven't whipped the Japs yet
. . . Wake Island taken 'by the Japanese
. . . January 11, 1942—Japanese going
strongly into the Netherland East Indies
. . . how did she do it? She has nothing
but inferior. material . . . why, she even
copies our designs for airplanes . . . she has
no ingenuity . . . December 4, 1942—Tokyo
says that the mopping up operations in the
Philippines have been completed ... a long
two weeks!
And now, four years later, December 7,
1945, Japan has given in . . . the world has
gone back to the restful recreations of
revolutions and diplomatic duels and wondering when the next war will be.—JT.

This, is the last of our issues this
year.
Perhaps, it's five Issues too late
But we tried to put something in
here
To make this column rate.
But where does this column rank?
You'll probably agree with the rest
That of all, it is the most rank
Even when it's at its best.
A VISIT FROM THE
UNINVITED*
'Twas two weeks before Christmas,
in old Beckham Hall
Not a student there standing, could
see the yon wall.
The beds were a mess, the desks
all a clutter
And all that was heard was a
bacchannalian mutter.
The fellows all wrestled and grabbed at their heads
As little pink elephants danced on
their beds.
I was in my room in bed like a sap,
I had settled my brain for a preexam nap—
When out in the hall there arose
such a clatter
I sprang from my bed to see what
was the matter.
The Dean had arrived, and with all
his might
He took aim and reared back and
"kissed" them good-night.
•—Submitted for publication in the
Second Annual Anthology of College Poetry.
PENDANTIC PROVERBS
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ODDS ANp ENDS
by LEMA AKER
A very Merry Christmas we wish to every one.
May you have a happy vacation with lots and lots
of fun.

PARRI8HABLES

ton and Betsy Tandy

a

DMWJI"

SOME HISTORICAL SIDELIGHTS
ON THE GROWING SLACK PROBLEM
By HAROLD McCONNELL
The classroom is very often the best place to find material for
a newspaper feature column and this article Is a prime example.
This made Its first appearance in Miss Buchanan's English class.
—Ed.

Modern Romance:
Information, speculation, fluctuation; ruination.
Dissipation, degradation; reformation or starvation.
Application, situation; occupation, restoration.
Concentration, enervation, nerve prostration—A
vacation.
Destination, country station. Nice location, recreation.
Exploration, observation; fascination—a flirtation.
Trepidation, hesitation, conversation, simulation;
(Invitation, acclamation, sequestration, cold libation.
•
Stimulation, animation; inspiration, new potation.
Demonstration, agitation, circulation, exclama. tlon!
Declaration, acceptation, osculation, sweet sensation.
Exultation, preparation, combination, new relation.
Girl to friend:
I don't care if he is a pilot. I don't like being
referred to as the target for tonight
Familiar Lines:
The boy stood on the burning deck,
His fleece was white as snow,
He stuck a feather in his hat,
John Anderson, my Jo!

"Come back, come back!" he cried in grief,
Our first information concerning women's slacks may be traced
From India's coral strands,
The frost is on the pumpkin and
back to the early Neolithic era according to Dr. Hansford Ledbleter,
The village smithy stands.
eminent Swiss anthropologist who made a startling discovery along
this line. It seems that one day he was exploring the inner regions
Am I a soldier of the cross
From many boundless plain?
of a particular remote section of Tibet, about 75 kilometres from LasShould auld acquaintance be forgot
sa, when he accidentally stepped into a manhole. At first Dr. LedWhere saints immortal reign?
bleter did not think much about the incident, but when he started
Ye banks and braes o' bonny Doon
plummeting downward at a terrific rate, his curiosity began to get
Across the sands o' Dee,
the better of him. At length he came to rest in the Interior of a secret
Can you forget that night In June—
,
subterranean chamber which he presumed to be the High Lhama's bouMy country, 'tis of thee!
doir. He was not injured because he luckily feU into a pUe of soft
Of all sad words of tongue or pen,
limestone which helped break his fall. Then (according to Dr. LedWe're saddest when we sing,
bieter's notes) he immediately helped himself to a quantity of rancid
To beard the lion In his den—
tea, spiced with one pat of Yak butter, which he found conveniently
To set before the king.
waiting in a nearby automat. Whereup he set out to see what manner
Hark!
from the tombs doleful sound.
of place he was In. Not the least of Dr. Ledbieter's discoveries was the
And Phoebus gins arise;
large, but crude, drawing of a prehistoric female on the wall of the
All mimsy were the borograves
To mansions in the sky.
room. She was dressed in slacks, which, according to Dr. Ledbieter,
were the horizontal pleat variety, peculiar only to that particular region What men like in Women:
of Tibet. Dr. Ledbieter further noticed that the drawing was traced
1. Looks
.— "
2: Brains
crudely with a piece of charcoal made from the charred limb of a Bao3. Looks
bab tree which undoubtedly had come from Mozambique, South Africa.
4. Money
In his haste to peer closely at the label on the slacks which, incidental5. Looks
ly, read: 5th Avenue Saks or "Saks' Slacks") he neglected to wonder
6. Flattery
how a charred limb of a Baobab tree came to be in the High Lhama's
7. Looks
8. Responsiveness
boudoir, near the city of Lassa, Tibet. Dr. Ledbieter, on studying the
9. Looks
drawing more closely, concluded definitely that it dated back to the
Neolithic Era This discovery, of course, was tremendous in its re"What makes you always so popular?"
He asked the speedy young spark.
percussions throughout the world. The famous Boxer Rebellion, for
And she said with a grin.
example, was Instigated because a group of women boxers attempted
As she powdered her chin:
to appear In the ring in slacks. The referee, who was one-eyed and
"I keep all the boys in the dark."
near-sighted, a fellow by the name of Harris or Benutl (I'm not sure
Soph: What'll we do.
which) made the mistake of saying, "You gentlemen shake hands and
Senior: I'll spin a coin. If it's heads we go to
come out fighting." Needless to say they were not gentlemen.
the movies; if it's tails, we go to the dance, and if
Shortly after Dr. Ledbieter's famous discovery, numerous riots broke it stands on edge we'll study.

1. Possessing a name that is
acceptable to the social register
is of of greater advantage than
holding prodigious amounts of
out in Tibet because it was revealed that the High Lhama, whose name
"Have you made up your mind to stay In?"
legal tender.
"No, I've made up my face to go out"
was Agluk, had been hiding in his subterranean palace In an effort
2. A threadlike projection from
He: May I call you by your first name?
the epdermls will be revealed when to escape the attention of his slack-bedecked female citizenry. UnShe: By your last name If you wish.
interposed between an illumination fortunately this noble personage was discovered In his hideout and
and an object.
subsequently killed by the riotous mob, who afterward in a moment Lets Play Brigde—
The young man led for a heart,
3. There Is a period of time of remorse decided to honor his posthumously. (By unanimous vote
The maid for a diamond played,
that is reserved for every member of the Tibet National Parliament "Yak-Yak," Lha'Lhasa's In the Cold
The old /nan came down with a club.
of the canine family.
Cold Ground' was adopted as the new national anthem.) Dr. LedbietAnd the sexton used a spade.
er's drawing, however, which shows a prehistoric woman clad in slacks
4. You will receive bodily striSporty
One: "What makes that red spot on your
ations if you amuse yourself by and her husband looking at her with his tongue stuck out, survived and nose?"
,.
now
reposes
irl
the
British
Museum
of
Natural
History.
tormenting feline sentient beings.
Grind: "Glasses."
Sporty One: "Glasses of what?"
v
Other records of the development of women's salcks are rather scant.
5. One should assume agrarian
tendencies when the rays of the Confucious, or as he is better known—Kung-fu-tse, had this to say In
1st Student: "What are your ideas about the new
sun are extended to the earth.
521 B. C. "Man's doom inevitably arises from the lamentable situ- Professor's Union?"
2nd Student: "Absolutely grant them shorter
ation proximitious to an insubordinate fidelity of wills. Ceaseless vig- hours at once—"
ilance must be maintained at all time, lest our enemies scatter insur' Finals, finals, everywhere
mountability to the four winds." And the learned Dr. Kung-fu-tse
With drops and drops of ink;
* ■,,
By EMMA NASH BEVACQUA
concluded with this statement: "Another thing that is wrong with
But never a Prof, who'll leave the room
And allow a man to think.
this country is too damned many women wearing slacks."
Watch for Ray Milland to be
Another learned man of the Fifth Century B. C, Slddhartha Gauone of the top contenders for the
Academy Award, after "The Lost tama, otherwise known as Gautama Buddha, went so far as to estabWeek-End" hits the theatres. His lish the Buddhist creed as a protest against the growing menace of
portrait of a man whose vice in alcohol stacks up as one of those per- women wearing "slacks. His contention was that women should not
formances that can't be forgotten. wear the pants in the family since the men who worked in the fields MATH CLUB
were often mistaken for their wives and vice versa. And this led to
The Mathematics Club met in the Blue Room
Not cause and effect, but mere
the Student Union Building on November 13,
co-incidence that shortly, after Van many unusual and interesting complications. (Reference, see Brax- of
1945, to elect officers for the year.
Johnson appeared with Sonja ton. History of Asiatic Polyphonic Endeavor, Vol. 1, pg. 217).
The following were elected as officers: Ralph
Henie at the Ice Follies, she hinted
Even Mohammed's famed Hegira, or flight from Mecca to Me- Steely, president; Betty Jo Barnett vice-president;
at separating from Dan Topping.
dina, was based on the Increasing menace of women in slacks. It seems Allene Grubb, secretary; Burna Talbott, treasurer.
Two committees were appointed by the presTime Marches On: Freddie Bar- that Mohammed was running for Alderman or Magistrate of Mecca,
ident. The students placed on the program comtholomew is co-starring with Anne
when
various
admiring
women
clad
in
slacks
mistook
him
for
Frank
mittee were Virginia Gooch, chairman; Maxlne
Revere in a local Little Theatre
production of Candida, Shaw's play Sinatra and started to mob him. At this point the eminent Moslem Gibbs and Marilyn Trieshman. The students on the
about a college boy who falls in leader describes the furor: "multitudes of Slack-clad women, sighing, membership and attendance committee are Erneslove with his professor's wife . . . moaning, screaming, swept forth in one monstrous horde until tine Park, chairman; Helen Frazier and Dorothy
Carrell.
^
And Jane Withers entrained for
Dr. Smith Park is the sponsor of the club.
New York the other day unchap- at length they were upon me." He concludes melodramatically: "It
eroned by any adult. A girl friend was a terrible, occasion, Allah hast not given unto Tyranny what wo- Westminster Fellowship
went with her.
At the Sunday evening meeting of the Presmen in slacks demanded of me on that day." (See "Koran").
byterian Westminster Fellowship, on November 18,
Fourteen-year-old Barbara WhitBy 476 A. D. the Goths and Huns could no longer stand seeing the topic of discussion was "The Apostle's Creed."
ing, who played the irrepresible the Roman women dressed in slacks so they Invaded that city, looted On Sunday, November 25, the subject of discussion
"Fuffy" in "Junior Miss," hasn't
was "Prayer."
i
s
stopped being a demon movie for it and burned every pair of women's slacks they could find. (This is Y W O A
known
as
the
famous
"Slack
of
Rome.")
This
marks
a
turning
point
now that she's in the movies
At the cabinet meeting on November 20, plans
herself. She is but mad for Peter in history because thereafter the fight against this obnoxious garb of were
made for the Hanging of the Greens, and for
Lawford. She has 378 different women was more open.
a World Student Service Fund drive. A general
photos of him pinned on her bedbusiness meeting was held.
room walls, and her frantic family
In France by 1791 the situation had gotten so bad that the NationIs threatening to redecorate the al Assembly met to discuss means of curbing the growing menace. Red Cross
The College Red Cross Chapter opened the 4ale
room with bulletin board material. However, it so happened that the Assembly Hall was being remodeled
Her prize possession is an auto- by order of King Louis XVI, so the assembly dispersed to a nearby of Christmas seals, Wednesday,"November 28, which
graphed photo inscribed: "To Fuf- Tennis court where Marie Antoinette and Madame Roland were en- lasted through the week. The money from the seals
fy—I'm sure you'll go for, and if gaged in a championship—'Rue de la Ouvert Fenetre' vs 'Lower Ver- aids in combatting tuberculosis.
'
I had the time I'd go with you. sailles Road.' As usual Madame Roland was wearing shorts but Ma- KYMA
Peter Lawford."
The Kyma Club sponsored a bonfire pep rally
rie came dressed for the occasion in a pair of purple slacks which, unNovember 18, in front of Hanger Stadium, for the
With the honeymoon over, Shir- fortunately, had 'Liberty, Equality, Fraternity' written across the back homecoming gamne. Kyma also sponsored an inley Temple is about to start a new in bold letters Whereupon a French patriot and Jacobin In the crowd, formal dance and party in the Recreation room of
picture, "Suddenly It's Spring." Danton by name, rose, shook his fist and shouted these immortal words: the Student Union Building, November 17.
Her bridegroom has no objections "No outrage has even been perpetrated heretofore in all the annals of World Affairs Club
to her continuing her. career—at infamy to equal this. Tyranny can go no further." He concluded with
At the last meeting of the World Affairs Club,
least while he Is in the Army. this profound observation. "Ou est mon chapeau?" This famous incident is known as the Oath of the Tennis Court, at which time there November 14, Mr. Wallace Forbes addressed the
Afterward he may have other were
several oaths uttered. The game, incidentally, was called off— group. Mr. Forbes served as a captain in the PaIdeas. And so may Shirley. She
Roland was given the title by default on Marie's part for fail- cific theater for three years and gave a very interIs already showing symptoms of Madame
esting talk concerning the central Pacific islands.
an intention to live her own Ufe. ure to observe the rules of the game.
He discussed their customs, religions, and their
She is living In her former playThis, of course, is ancient history now. We have seen many evihouse, situated 100 feet behind the dences of the growing conflict In recent years. Hitler's rise to power governments as. well as giving many human sideTemple mansion. The playhouse was a product of the dissatisfied German women who sought to in- lights of the people. His discussion also included
the Allied military strategy and policy in the Pahas been remodeled and enlarged tensify the slack movement, resulting of course in the great war we cific
Into a "honeymoon house." Shir- have just witnessed. But, as Dr. Ellesworth Driplittle, the famous
Following his talk, he was subjected to a series
ley's wedding trip was the first British sociologist, recently said—gloomily—"We shall fight on the
trip she had ever made without beaches, in the streets, on the landing fields, in the hills—to the last of questions by the members of the club. Speakimr
very frankly and lucidly, be made this meetlna one
one or both of her parents.
outpots of civilisation against this ever-growing menace."
of the best of the year.
™"
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These pictures are scenes of the
work in the Home Economics Department. The girl at the sewing
Machine is Martha Hisle. She is
at work in the clothing labaratory
Sarah Dann Walker and Georgia
Ramsey are shown in the kitchen
of the Home Management House.
The other group are members of a
cooking class and are shown In the
cooking laboratory.
Eastern has reason to be proud
of her Home Economics Department because it is representative
of good workmanship and planning.

The general classroom and laboratory work is carried on in the Arts
Building.
Another unit is the
Home Management House, where
the girls live to take the laboratory
course in home management.
The home economics faculty Include Miss Mary Burrier and Miss
Evelyn Slater. Miss Burrier teaches
the cooking classes, and Miss
Slater teaches sewing classes. Miss
Slater also has charge of the Home
Management House.
The classrooms for the home
economics courses are located on

RHYTHM RIPPLES
By "MART" NOTEBMAN
Dear Gates,
These new current releases are
especially for you so set the beat,
awing out, and let's go!
Benny Goodman swings out with
"I Got Rhythm" featuring the Benny Sextet at a terrific pace. The
reverse is "Man I Love," an old
waxing but better than ever with
a Helen Forest vocal.
T. Dorsey supplies the hepsters
with "At the Fat Man's," a tune
by Sy Oliver about a chicken shack
that Ethel Waters started In Harlem a few years ago. Buddy Rich
puts plenty of zip into "Chloe" on
the back.
Hoosier Hot Shots provide
laughs with a novelty, "Dummy
Song" and "Some Days You Can't
Make a Nickel." You'll hear thelr
own brand of slide whistles, bulb
horns and Just plain corny music.
Harry James sets good dance
tempos with "I Can't Begin to Tell
You" and "Waltin' For the Train
to Come In." The first opens with
strings instead of his usual blast
and then an attractive vocal by
Ruth Haag. The last tune Jumps
in the familiar James" routine.
Freddy Martin gives us a good
blend with "Symplony" which really isn't what it says. Clyde Rogers takes a vocal In "Middle of
May."
Duke Ellington's band blows a
couple of hot horns with "Come to
Baby, Do" and "Tell Ya What I'm
Gonna Do." The latter has a typical Ellington background, nice
and mellow.
It wouldn't be Christmas without Frankie singing "White Christmas." The other platter "Mighty
Lak' a Rose" is exceptionally fine
and completely different
Paul Weston's ork supports Andy Russell with "Love Me" and "I
SHOULD EASTERN BE
(Continued from Page 1)
should be enough for every one,
and then extra In case of necessity
with the permission to make up a
lesson.
Kenneth Hoskins (Freshman)—
System is important to the smooth
working order of any project
Five day week and a limited number of cuts, and I think three is
enough, would be a fine schedule.
If something isn't done, students
will take off just any old time and
that isn't a wise plan of getting
work done. Ride the beam with
entertainment.
The way It la
' there are a few cliques who get
together, but the student body as
a whole is not included in anything
particular.
Gene Wllhlte, (Sophomore)—I
don't think it fair for any one to
have four classes on Saturday as
some have. Five days are really
enough for any one human. The
number of cuts should be up to
the Individual or to the subject
A hard subject such as math, three
cuts, other subjects lots easier
based accordingly, then there is
the prospect of class as a whole
to consider. A rapid class accom{ilishes more so the officials should
at the faculty submit some data
•in regards to consider the class.
The beginning of a quarter and
the work to be done ought to be
considered.'
Howard Rowlette (Freshman) —
While not favorably impressed by
Saturday classes, it could be much
worse. It would be a convenience
for myself and others who are in
organizations that occasionally
hold conferences and retreats, or
such, to have Saturdays off. Every
faculty member should be officially permitted to excuse students for
such activities because after all it
Is beneficial to have the campus
represented in extra-scholastic leagues, and this is an intergral part
of college life. Students who are
conscientious will not make any
more cuts to classes than they
think reasonable, or would be a
detriment to their grades. The
faculty should be able to determine
bow many times a student may
miss class from the work to be
covered, and the capacity of the
class In general, so it should be
based upon that and the individ-

Can't Begin to Tell You." Russell
fans will undoubtedly call these
his best. "Love Me" comes from
Andy's first movie, "Stork Club."
• • •
BEHIND THE MIKE:
Artie Shaw retires once again
and gives up his band to take it
easy . . . Mickey Rooney is planning on backing a big ork . . .
Stan Kenton is appearing in the
film, "Duchess of Broadway" . . .
Lionel Hampton completed his volume, "Swing Book" and plans to
establish a scholarship fund for
talented youths . . . Buddy Rich,
former T. Dorsey drummer, has
formed a new band of his own. . .
Count Bassie is on his way to tour
Canada . . . Artie Shaw recently
married Ava Gardner, former wife
of Mickey Rooney.
• • •
An old master of Jazz swings In
for the Maroon "E" this issue.
None other than Jess Stacy, former Goodman pianist.
Born In Cape Girardeau, Mo.
forty-one years ago, Jess spent his
youth playing Dixieland jazz up
and down the Mississippi. After
playing with B. Goodman and Bob
Crosby for a number x>t years, he
now has his own jazz outfit, starring hia wife, Less Wiley as vocalist.
A composer of hot-jazz classics,
like "Ec-Stacy," "Rambluf," "Barrel House," and others, Jess likes
his classical recording at home.
Frank, his seventeen year old son,
is his pride, especially since he has
organized a small band in Chicago
and is headed for a career as great
as his father's.
Stacy's rule of success is "to
melt with the band.'* They don't
come any better.
Good Listenin' Gang!
—Mart

ual. Three cuts for some classes
more for others.
Recreational is essential for
school spirit and aids for competitive relations. More important
still Is that amusement takes worries off one's mind and is a physical stimulant we enjoy.
Iris Howard (Freshman —Concentration of the periods will give
no maximum harm to anyone and
will give the student the chance
to do the little incidentals they are
rushed in getting done. Although
I don't get home, and with five
days still won't make it possible,
but using my maximum number
of cuts at one time, I could easily
make it once in twelve weeks of
school. Has any one considered
things like that a twelve week
stretch. Those in position here to
dictate terms have their home and
family here, so naturally can't be
very understanding on that matter,
although they were once students
themselves.
Therefore, for people like me,
week-end recreation is essential,
and where I want an education, it
won't seem such a drudgery.
Jean Price (Freshman) — I
never gave it much thought, cause
I haven't had time to, but if I have
Saturday 9ft I can get my laundry
done, and little things like that;
the way it Is now, it's rush, rush,
rush, and I never seem to accomplish much If there is to be a limited number of cuts I think three
to four would be enough, and then
excuses for special reasons. For
instance, if a girl's boy-friend
comes home from two to four years
service overseas, she should be
allowed a little time off for the occasion to get home to see him, I
mean, that is, If there is more to
it than just "friendship." That is
one disgusting thing about going
to school, one just isn't allowed to
grow np. Suppression! And that
even includes recreation. Sure there
should be something here to do on
week-ends.
I don't say every
week-end, but often enough to prevent boredom, and give us something during the week to look forward to. That would be an incentive to doing better work five days
instead of six.
Juanita Salyer (Sophomore) —
We have talked about not having

the first floor of the Arts Building.
These rooms are well equipped to
serve their purpose. There axe
three kitchens, a dining room, textile laboratory, clothing laboratory,
cooking laboratory, and a sitting
room.
The three kitchens are the pride
of every girl in the department.
These kitchens are distinguished
according to the type of stove
found in each. They are all different. The first kitchen is called
the Martha Washington kitchen
and it has a wood stove. Next is

La Cocina, and from the name one
could guess it is decorated with a
Spanish design. It contains a kerosene stove. Lady Eastern is the
kitchen every housewife desires,
one that has all modern conveniences—an electric stove, refrigerator, and dish washer. Work in
this kitchen would certainly not
be called drudgery.
Their dining room is beautifully
furnished with a Dutch cabinet,
buffet, table and chairs, and a tea
wagon. In the clothing laboratory
are found two metal sewing ma-

Saturday classes since the second a nice program of entertainment
month I was here, and truly, I arranged for Saturday night and
think it a wise plan for this kind Sunday afternoon.
Mayme Hall (Sophomore) — I
of school. If it were a place where
there were sororities, or things of am favorable to not having Saturthat kind, Saturday classes and day morning classes, but I don't
amusementless week-ends would think cuts to go home every time
not be considered, but as it is, we one feels like it should be permitmiss so many of the things we have ted. Cuts to classes should be basbeen accustomed to doing, that ed according to the class and credit
we get a clump in our spirit at hours.
times, and that's bad. I have gone
Of the twenty-five students into a girls' private school, and you terviewed, the general consensus
know, any one thing over a period reads something like this:
of time gets pretty monotonous.
Student body at large:... SaturWe can't help making comparisons day morning classes could be elimof things and "dreaming," but I inated to their satisfaction.
positively do sanction the idea that
One half students Interviewed:
a better program for us and the
. . . Concede there should be three
faculty be developed.
cuts per quarter.
Margie Blake (Freshman) —The
One third remaining: . . . Befaculty is Just now trying to help lieve more than three cuts should
entertain us on the week-ends, and be considered.
I must express my appreciation.
The balance: . . . Are of . the
This is the beginning, if it can continue, well and good. I am re- opinion that cuts should be made
ferring to the "weinie supper," but under stipulations of student, inthey alone can't carry the burden. structor, subject, load.
All are of the opinion there be
The dances sponsored by various
groups are good, but there should adopted some program for amusebe other things, something from ment and recreation for the weekthe college itself activated into the end.
school curricula for the enjoyment
of the student body. Cuts of classes is the prudence of the student
load, and his progress of his own
work.
The annual Thanksgiving proBill Selbee (Freshman) — You
bet I believe there should be no gram sponsored by the "Y" was
classes on Saturday, five and a held Thursday evening, November
half ^iays is a pretty hard grind, 22, In the Little Theatre.
and by all means some developThe program was as follows:
ment In the recreation system.
Hymn
"Come, Ye Faithful
People"
Wanda Matley (Junior) — No,
Norma
there shouldn't be any Saturday Scripture reading
Richards
classes and there should be at least
four cuts per quarter in addition Story of Thanksgiving .. Charlotte
Berlin
to emergency absences. At Cumberland, there was a system ar- Hymn .... "America the Beautiful"
ranged that cuts could be made, Responsive reading
Margaret
Ann White
and a test was required of the stuCarolyn Perkins
dent to make up the day's absence Solo
of the student. Recreation tends
Our Thanks For:
to better relation of the student to Opportunities
Suzanne Malott
the school and helps in developing Friendships
Howard Rowlette
friendship among the classmates Christ and His Church
Jane
Johnston
outside the study room.
Garnet Isaacs (Sophomore) — Nature's Blessings .. Mary Langan
Yes, they should do away with Sat- Life
Betsy Tandy
urday classes, and I think five cuts Poem ..t
Herbert Searcy
per quarter is a generous number, Benediction
Lord's Prayer
In charge of the program were
more cuts acceptable providing the
student can keep up-to-date on his Mildred Langan and Margaret Ann
work and not lag behind. I am White.
positively in favor of some form of
recreation on the week-end, but If SENDS MAPS HOME
you ask me what I couldn't tell
T/c John Garth, St Louis, Mo.,
you any thing special that I could senior the winter quarter of 1942suggest would help.
43 recently sent some beautiful
Helen Smith (Sophomore) —No! maps of the City of Manila and
Five days is sufficient without hav- Talhoku-Formosa Zenithal maps
ing Saturday morning classes, and which he helped prepare. Overthere should be four cuts per quar- seas two years, T/c Garth has the
ter, or arranged on the number of following address: 2821st Engr.
credit hours of the course. It would Base Photomapping Co, APO 76,
help a lot to most students to have San Francisco.

ThanksgivingProgram
Held In Little Theatre

chines and four electric sewing
machines. At the entrance is a
small living room or sitting room
where the girls may go to relax
and study.
The Home Management House is
located in front of the Arts Building. It is a two story, seven room
house which was remodeled last
year for use of those students in
the Home Economics Department
who wish to take the laroratory
course in Home Management. Here
the girls live and work together
for twelve weeks, planning their

1

meals, marketing, entertaining
their guests, and making a pleasant home for themselves.
The Home Economics Department sponsors the Home Economics Club. Members of this club
take an active part in providing f^or
the social events, on the campus.
The club will be represented at
the Kentucky Home Economics
Association in Louisville, December
7. Four representatives from Eastern will attend the conference.
—Tina Tyler

NEWS ABOUT OUR FACULTY
Dr. W. J. Moore, Eastern's dean,
helped celebrate Education Week
last Thursday night by speaking
in Middlesboro, Kentucky. The following morning, Friday, November
16, Dean Moore spoke to the students at the Middlesboro High
School.
Again, on Tuesday, November 20,
Dr. Moore spoke to the conference
on Health Education held at Jackson, Kentucky. The following day
he spoke to the Kiwanis Club at
Harlan, Kentucky.
Dr. Anna A. Schnieb, psychology
{irofessor, took the class in adoescent psychology on an observation trip to Greendale Reformatory
and Lafayette High School last
Wednesday, November 21.
Dr. L. G. Kennamer, one of Eastern's faculty members, addressed
the American Association of University Women at Covington, Kentucyk on Monday, November 19.
Eastern's art professor, Dr. Fred
P. Giles, attended a meeting of the
Council and program committee of
the Western Art's Association held
in St. Louis, Missouri last week.
Miss Evelyn Slater and Miss
Mary King Burrier attended the
district meeting of the home economics teachers held at the Uni-

versity of Kentucky on Nov. 16.
Miss Margaret Lingenfelser, elementary supervisor, and Mias May
C. Hansen, also a supervisor, attended the meeting of supervisors
and helping teachers of the National Education Association held at
Mammoth Cave last week.
Dr. D. T. Ferrell, head of the department of education at Eastern
Kentucky State Teachers College,
has been notified of his appointment as 1946 Director for Kentucky for the Department of Rural
Education of the National Education Association of the United
States. Dr. Ferrell is a Horace
Mann Life Member of the NEA
and is serving as 1945 Director for
Kentucky for the Department ef
Rural Education of that organization.
He represented Kentucky at a
meeting of the Mid-South Committee on Rural Life and Education
which was held at Peabody College
on December 3 and 4. The purpose
of the meeting was to plan a regional conference on rural life and
education to be held in the spring
of 1946. This organization covers
rural education in Kentucky, Tennessee,
Alabama,
Mississippi,
Louisiana, Arkansas, and Texas.
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News of Our Alumni and Former Students At Eastern.
The Alumnf Secretary Is en- from the Naval Reserve and has
Lt Nelson Gordon, of Richmond, nearly five years, Capt. Johnson senior in 1937-38, formerly of RichFCS 2/c Thomas Allen Webb, of
deavoring to keep in touch with accepted a position as principal senior the summer of 1941, was a has been in the Pacific nearly a mond, was on the campus several Jackson, formerly of Paint Lick,
the Eastern men and women who of Parker School near Somerset. recent visitor on the campus after year.
days recently. He returned to the sophomore the winter quarter of
are returning from overseas, re- Lieut Sams served on the US8 returning from fifteen months of Faculty In the Service
United States September 6 by 1942-43, was on* the campus the
ceiving releases from military ser- North Carolina, the San Diego, and service with the Marine Corps in
Lt. Max H. Houtchcns, of the plane from Tokyo after being a past week. He has served on the
vice, and moving to new addresses. the Jenkins over two and a half the Pacific. His squadron took commerce and Model high faculty, prisoner of the Japs on an island submarine USS Gar, in Fire Conyears.
Mrs.
Sams
(Marie
Warren,
Any information about these men J
part in the invasipn of the Philip- recently returned from a tour of in Tokyo Bay nearly two years. trol'more than two years- and
and women will be appreciated by '42| has returned to her former pine Islands, Mindora, covered duty with tne 7th Geodetic Control His plane was shot down 18 miles wears the Philippine Liberation
the officers and secretary of the position aa teacher in the Somer- ships which invaded Mindanao, and Squadron in South America and is off the coast of New Ireland and ribbon with one star, Asiatic-Paother islands. He was most recent- now stationed with the 7th Army several of the crew managed to
Alumni Association. Such news set primary schools.
ribbon with two stars, the
Capt. Morris M. Garrett, '41, of ly based on Pelelieu. Lt Gordon Air Forces Base Unit at Buckley reach shore and were turned over cific
should be sent to Miss Mary F.
Submarine Combat medal, and
McKlnney, Alumni Secretary. The Richmond, received his discharge wears a Presidential Unit Citation, Field, Colo. He has been in the to the Japanese by natives. He American Theater ribbon. The Gar
Progress and News Letter is being from the Marine Corps at Camp Asiatic-Pacific ribbon with three Air Corps since June, 1942.
went overseas In 1940. Lt. Comdr. saw action at Midway, Marshall
sent to active alumni, graduates Lejeune, N. C, and plans to enter battle stars, and Philippine LiberLieut. D. W. Rumbold, USNR, of Arbuckle is the son of Dr. and Islands, Australia the Carolines,
and former students in the service, the University of Louisville School ation ribbon with one star. He en- the biology department faculty, is Mrs. J. A. Arbuckle, State College, Bonin Is., Philippines, Netherland
both in this country and overseas, of Medicine. He was in the Marine tered the Marine Corps Reserve In at the U. S. Naval Station, Mem- Pa.
East Indies, Admiralty Islands,
whose addresses can be obtained. Corps four years and took part in July, 1942. He plans to attend the phis, Tenn. He was formerly sta- Weddings
Saipan.
FCS Webb reported
a
number
of
campaigns
in
the
PaUniversity
of
Florida.
Lt.
and
tioned
at
Orosse
He,
Mich.,
and
Discharged
Vernon Fay Wataon, '41, of to the submarine base at Portscific
during
28
months
of
service
Mrs.
Gordon
(Mildred
Pribble,
of
Peru, Ind., Naval Air Stations. Owenton, to Miss Shirley Herd of mouth, New Hampshire, Nov. 20.
Capt. J. Dorland Coates, '27, has
received his release from the Army overseas. Capt. and Mrs. Garrett Coving ton) have two daughters, Lieut. Rumbold entered the Naval Louisville and Harlan county in His address will be USS Gar, c/o
(Nelle
Gall
Gardner,
of
Klamath
Gail Ann, thirty-two months old, Reserve in November, 1942.
Air Forces and returned to Eastthe First Christian church, Louis- Fleet Post Office, New York.
Capt. Earl T. Noble, former ville, November 4 with the Rev.
ern November 25 to take up his Falls, Ore.) are at present in Rich- and Donna Sue, ten months old.
QM 3/c Alva M. Thomson, of
duties as principal of Model high mond.
M/Sgt. William M. Greer, of ROTC commandant at Eastern, has Homer" W. Carpenter officiating. Ludlow, freshman the fall quarter
Capt. William W. Johnson, '41, Woodlawn, junior in 1940-41, was completed the Officers Refresher The bride is a native of Loyall of 1942-43, visited at Eastern the
school. Capt. Coates entered the
service in May, 1943, and was sta- of Louisville, has been discharged recently discharged from Mather Course at Ft. Sill, Okla., Field Ar- and has been employed in a gov- past weekend. He has been servtioned at Maxwell Field, Ala., from the Army Air Forces. He has Field, Sacramento, Calif., after be- tillery School and has returned to ernment office in Louisville the ing aboard an LCI in the Pacific
Moody Field, Ga.. took special been in the service more than three ing with the Army Air Forces aa Louisville where he is commanding past three years. Mr. Watson has about 16 months and before that
training at Bryan Field, Texas, and years. Capt. and Mrs. Johnson weather forecaster for about four officer of the 1557th SCU AST at been a junior accountant in the time was with the same ship in
Lexington, Va„ and the past year (Kitty Burnam, former student at years. He was sent to Goldsboro, the University of Louisville (Med- firm of Cotton & Eskew in Louis- Atlantic waters several months.
has been USAFI officer at Mad- Eastern) and their small son are N. C, for an overseas assignment ical).
ville for three years. The young He wears five battle stars, the latMajor Robert Maier, of Lafay- couple has an apartment in Brook- est engagements being in the Philison, Wis. He and Mrs. Coates are at present in Richmond.
but after V-J Day went back to
T/Sgt.
George
Robert
Powers,
at present living in Sullivan Hall
California. Sgt. and Mrs. Greer ette, Ind., has returned from over- leigh Arms,. Louisville.
ippine Invasions and Okinawa. His
but will have an apartment on '40, of Verona, has just returned (Mary Lee Howard, of Walllns seas and is now at his home. Route
Miss Lucy Elizabeth Wallace, present address is USNRB, 5th
from two and a half years of ser- Creek) and their daughter, Nancy No. 10, Lafayette. Major Maier '39, of Irvine, to Lt. Frederick Batt, Shoemaker, Calif. QM
Sunset Ave. after December 15.
Lieut. Henry Coates, USNR, '2a. vice in the European Theater and Ilene, are at present in Woodlawn. was for a time commanding officer Charles Finzer, Jr., Louisville, Thomson entered training at Great
the ROTC-AST unit at Eastern. November 18 at the First Metho- Lakes in August, 1943.
has returned to his work as direc- has received his discharge. He exT/Sgt. John Miller Lackey, of of Major
Junius S. Greer, husband dist church in Irvine. Lt and
tor "of the department of commerce, pects to visit at,Eastern soon. Sgt. Berea, sophomore in 1940-41, has
William H. Blackerby, of PenWest Virginia Institute of Tech- Powers entered the service three received his discharge after serv- of Mrs. Elizabeth Oreer, until re- Mrs. Finzer left for a wedding trip dleton, junior In 1941-42, MaM
nology, Montgomery, W. Va., after years ago and^was with a fiscaUec- ing 27 months In the African the- cently cataloger in the library at in New Orleans, La., and Miami, 1/c, has returned to the States afbeing released from the Naval Re- tion. He and Mrs. Powers (Dor- ater with an aircraft maintenance Eastern, has been returned to in- Fla. The bridegroom recently re- ter serving as a mail clerk In the
serve. He served three years, at othy J. Taylor, of Wllllamstown) squadron. He has recently been active status at Ft. Lewis, Wash., turned to the States after serving Navy post office at a Pacific base
and is on terminal leave. He serv- 22 months in the China-Burma for more than a year. He has
Quonset Point, R. I., Naval Air are at present In Cincinnati.
William Earl Adams, Gunner's stationed at Memphis, Tenn.
ed 25 months in the European The- India theater of operations.
Station at Memphis, Tenn., and in
been In the Naval Reserve about
Signalman
1/c
Harry
Moberly,
of
Miss Mary Oney, '42, of Carroll- three years. His present address
England with Fleet Air Wing No. Mate 3/c, of Richmond, sophomore Richmond, senior in 1935-38, re- ater and wears the SAME ribbon
7 18 months. Lt. and Mrs. Coates in 1932-33, has been released from cently received his release from with three battle stars and the ton, to Leslie Bernard Stokes, at is Area D, Post Office, Camp
(Marian Hagan, '37) live at 309 the Navy and Is now employed In the Navy at Seattle, Wash., and Bronze Star awarded for /econ- Las Vegas, Nevada, October 13. Peary, Willlamsburg, Va
Norwood, Ohio. He was on USS
Mrs. Stokes was formerly emFayette Pike, Montgomery.
Sgt. Ote Lisle West, of Richexpects to return to his home in naissance work at Brest, France, In ployed as chemist in Louisville but
Major Harvey C. Blanton, '33, of LST 530 in the Pacific nearly two Richmond. He served in the Navy Sept. 1944.
mond, sophomore the winter quarrecently
has
been
living
in
Babbitt
Richmond, has returned from the;l years.
ter 1942-43, has returned to the
Graduates overseas
Philippines, where he served with
Lt. Dick M. Allen, of Prestons- transport service to the Alaska
States after serving with a Marine
Miss Avonla Crosthwaite, '38, of Nevada.
Major
Oscar
G.
Estes,
Jr.,
of
the 113th Medical Battalion, and burg, senior in 1941-42, recently area three years.
Ashland, is with the American Red Richmond, Junior in 1940-41, to Corps Air Group in the Pacific.
Pfc.
Clark
Farley,
of
Harlan,
assumed his duties as college visited his brother, Dr. Jack Allen,
in 1942-43, visited at East- Cross on Iwo Jima as program-di- Mrs. Dorothy Jean Bullock, daugh- He is now with VSMB Ml,
physician at Eastern Jan. 1. Major of the Eastern faculty, after re- senior
MCAAF, Marine Air Group £4,
ern
last
week.
He served 25 rector. She was on Guam for six
Blanton has been in the service ceiving his discharge papers. He months in the Italian theater, tak- months before going to Iwo Jima ter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Young Oak Grove, New Bern, N. C.
since January, 1941, and was over- was In the service more than three ing part in the Anzlo Beachhead, and has been with the Red Cross of Lexington, November 12 in Former Students Overseas
seas nearly three years. He is the years and served on an Army Hos- Rome-Arno, N. Appenines and Po in hospitals in Macon, Ga, Tampa, Richmond at the homo of the ofCpl. James J. Wagers," of Richson of Mrs. Harry Blanton, house- pital Ship about 18 months. Lt. Valley campaigns. He entered the Fla., Tuscaloosa, Ala., and with the ficiating minister, Rev. W. R. mond, junior in 1942-43, is attendRoyte. Major Estes returned in ing Manchester College of TechAllen plans to return to Eastern
keeper at Burnam Hall.
Air Corps at Miami, looking after October after completing 35 misservice In May, 1943.
Sgt. Ewell Arrasmith, '39, of in January:
wounded veterans. She assisted at sions over Japan as pilot of a nology, Manchester, England. CpL
Capt.
William
F.
O'Donnell,
son
T/5
Ted
Benedett
and
Lt.
WilBethel, has been discharged from
a hospital on Guam where more B-29, the City of Lexington. After Wagers has been in the European
of
President
and
Mrs.
W.
F.
O'Donliam
Benedett,
of
Wheeling,
W.
Vs.,
the Army Air Forces. He was in
than 300 men who had been prison- a few weeks in Richmond, the theater fourteen months with
nell,
has
returned
to
his
home
on
the service four-years and served were visitors on the campus durHeadquarters Co., 3rd Battalion,
ers
of war since 1941 were being
terminal
leave
following
22
months
28 months in the Alaskan area. His ing Homecoming. Both have been of service with the Medical Corps treated and wrote her family that young couple will make their home 405th Infantry, APO 102, New
in
California.
wher<!
Major
Estes
wife is the former Miss Evelyn discharged from the service. T/5 in the European Theater. He en- the condition of the men was terYork.
will be stationed.
Sic, '41, teacher in the Kirksville Benedett, sophomore the winter tered the service in July, 1943.
Pvt Wendell Robinson, of Danrible.
On
October
4
the
Red
Cross
Miss
Beulah
Correll,
'43,
of
quarter of 1942-43, served with an
high school near Richmond.
ville,
freshman the fall and winter
Club
on
Iwo
Jima
had
been
opened
Sgt.
James
W.
Todd.
Richmond,
Somerset to Gene Clark Farley, quarters
Lieut. Edwin W. Barnes, '39, of engineering company in the Euroof 1944-45, has arrived at
with
about
2,500
men
there,
she
sophomore
in
1941-42,
arrived
at
Richmond; has been released from pean Theater. Lt Bill Benedett, his home recently after being dis- reported. Miss Crosthwaithe taught •>f Harlan, senior in 1942-43, at th» a base in the Pacific. His address
the U. S. Naval Reserve, after senior the winter quarter 1942-43, charged from the Army Signal in Ashland before JoiningThe Red Harlan Baptist church on Sunday, is R.H.T.R.O. Hq. AFWES PAC,
Dec. 2. The bride has been emserving about three and a half was with the Army Air Forces In
Corps. He served in the European Cross.
ployed in Detroit for the past two APO 707, c/o Postmaster, San
years, and is at present visiting at the European area.
Capt.
William
M.
Cross,
'41,
of
Theater
about
two
and
a
half
years
years. Mr. Farley has just been Francisco. He writes that he has
Sgt.
Frank
T.
Curclo,
of
New
the home of his wife (Catherine
Oneida,
Tenn.,
is
with
Headquardischarged from the Army. He moved around so much lately that
as
an
Army
photographer.
Agna, former member of the mu- Brunswick, N. J., sophomore in
ters,
17th
Field
Artillery
Battalion,
M/Sgt.
Herman
Tyler,
of
Beatin November from 25 the Progress hasn't yet caught up
sic faculty) in Ohio. Lieut Barnes 1940-41, has received his discharge tyviiie, sophomore in 1939-40, is a APO 403, c/o Postmaser, New returned
months
of
service in the Italian with him but is looking forward
was commander of a minesweeper from the Army and is now at his
to receiving it soon.
York.
Capt.
Cross
has
been
in
the
theater.
civilian
again
after
nearly
five
operating in the Pacific more than home, 4 Lake St., New Brunswick.
Lt Billy Brashear, of Irvine,
Army
three
years
and
overseas
years
of
military
service.
He
servLuther
Ray
Brumfield,
of
a year, taking part in a number of He was in the service more than
junior the winter quarter 1942-43
about
a
year.
He
was
assistant
Nicholasville,
freshman
in
1937-38,
ed
with
the
23rd
and
64th
Medical
four years and overseas, in the
major engagements.
at Madison high school be- to Miss Vina Isabelle Wells, also when he left to enter the service,
about 26 Depots in the Pacific more than coach
Lieut, (jg) Victor Sams, '40, of European Theater,
of Nicholasville, in Lexington on is with Hq. Btry., 22nd Armored
twp years. Sgt. and Mrs. Tyler fore entering military service.
Bimble, has received his release months.
Lt Bill Hugh Mason, '43, of Rich- November 7. Mr. Brumfield was Field Artillery Bn., APO 254. c/o
were recent visitors at Eastern.
At present they are living at 131 mond, is in Takada, Japan, and ex- recently discharged from the Army Postmaster, NeW York. He has
pects to be there until next spring. after nearly four years of service. been overseas since March.
E. Broadway, Winchester.
Lt Tom Sawyer, of Newport,
The
Dr. Orvilee L. Ballou, '85, of Cor- He is company commander ef "H" Including a year overseas.
bln and Wllliamsburg, returned to Company, 165th Infantry, APO 27, young couple will make their home junior the winter quarter 1942-43,
is at Batangas on Luzon, 86 miles
the United States November 4 by San Francisco. He has been in the in Nicholasville.
Miss Frieda Thompson, of Kings from Manila He is fire marshal
plane from Tokyo and has received Pacific since July. He writes that
his discharge papers. Dr. Ballou the Japs are very submissive to Mountain, to Keith Sims, of Lin- of a fire fighting platoon. His adwas a captain In the Army Dental American control and most of them coln county, on October 5. Mrs. dress is 1250 Engr. F/F Platoon,
Sims was a junior at Eastern in APO 73, c/o Postmaster, San
Corps aaV served with the 76th are very poor.
1941-42 and has been teaching in Franciaoo. He left for the PhilStation Hospital In the Philippines, News of Orrnds and
the Kings Mountain school since ippines in August
Hawaii, and other Pacific bases for Former Students
Capt Ruth Catlett '41, of Law- that time. The groom has just u Sgt. Thomas Moncho, of Wilthree years. He entered the service in August, 1942, and went over- renceburg. Is now Assistant Sec- returned from three years of ser- liamson, W. Va., is tn France with
3352nd Signal Service Bn., Hq.
seas in December of that year. He retary for the State-War-Navy Co- vice in England. Africa, Sicily, the
64th Region, ACS PEA, APO 887,
will return to private practice in ordinating Committee for the Far Italy and France and has been dis- c/o
Postmaster, New York. He
charged.
They will make their
Corbln. Dr. and Mrs. Ballou (Low- Bast in Washington, D. C. She beme
in Cincinnati.
has been overseas more than a
ell Smith) have A son, Ray, 6 years entered the Women's Army Corps Miss Helen
Williams, '40, year. Sgt. Moncho was a freshold, and a daughter, Marilyn, three November 28, 1942. Her address of Pikeville, Eloise
B. Hunter man at Eastern In 1940-41.
years old. He is a brother of Fred is 2000 "S" St., N.W., Apt. 5, Wash- of Ridgewood,to N.Robert
Pfc. Elihu Carroll, of Estill
J., at the First
Ballou, book store manager at ington 9.
Baptist Church New York City, county, junior the winter quarter
CpL
Frances
Hinkle
Todd,
'36,
of
Eastern.
X.
...
* * £>w
September 29. Mrs. Harry of 1942-43, has received an assignCapt. Delbert C. Partin, '36, of Paris, Is with the 17th Signal Co., on
Vander Schalie, of Ridgewood, sis- ment to the Pacific. His temporCampbellsvllle, returned to the Un- WAC 2506 SCU, South Post. Ft ter
of the bridegroom, was matron ary address is Sqdn. A-14, APO
ited States in October after serv- Myer, Va., and works in the Pen- of honor,
and Edlow Paul Hunter,
c/o Postmaster, San
ing two years as chaplain for the tagon Building in Washington. She the bridegroom's brother, served 19771-A,
Francisco. Pfc. Carroll has been
149th Infantry. He was awarded expects to be discharged soon from as best man. The bride received in
the Air Corps since leaving
the Bronze Star for fearless per- the Women's Army Corps. Her her master's degree in physical ed- Eastern
and was recently stationhusband,
Cpl.
Edward
Russell
formance of duty under fire on
ed at Kelly Field, Texas, with
ucation
from
Columbia
University
Todd,
also
of
Bourbon
County,
has
Luzon. Before entering the service
has been employed at the West 1926th Signal Co.
in January, 1941, Capt. Partin was until recently been on Iwo Jima and
Side YWCA in New York as physiCapt. James Prater, Prestonspastor of the Ravenna Baptist but is returning to this country cal education secretary. Mr. Hun- burg, senior in 1940-41, is with
soon. They were married in Jan- ter attended JuUlard School of Hq. 224th Field Artillery Bn., APO
Church
Capt. Willis V. Johnson, '35, of uary in Lexington, Ky., after Cpl. Music and Newark Engineering 29, c/o Postmaster, New York. In
Crab Orchard, visited at Eastern Todd returned from two and a half College. He has received his dis- the service about four years, Capt
Nov. 30 after returning from Ko- years of service in the Hawaiian charge from the Army where he Prater has been in the European
rea, where he had been serving Islands. In February he returned served three and a half years and theater about 18 months.
•with the Office of the Base Cen- to overseas duty.
Sgt Alva T. Hale, Jr., of Richis now a music publisher at RidgeLt Comdr. Marshall Arbuckle, wood.
sor, Hq. XXTV Corps. In the Army
The young couple are mak- mond, sophomore In 1941-42, Is
ing their home at 477 Beverly with the 503rd Air Service Group
Road, Ridgewood, N. J.
in the Army of Occupation in GerMiss Margaret Smiley, '43, of many. He has been overseas since
Richmond, to Lt. William Harris March
T/5 John W. Brandenburg, RichHale, also of Richmond, at the
First Christian Church In Knox- mond, freshman in 1940-41, is with
ville, Tenn., October 22.
The Co. E, 2nd Student Battalion,
bride has been employed the past Room 89, Term 2, Shrivenham Artwo years with the Ashland Oil my University, APO 756, c/o Postand Refining Co. Lt Hale re- master, New York. The Shrivencently returned from two and a ham University is in England. He
half years duty overseas. They has been serving with an anti-tank
are making their home in Ashland. company in the European area
William E. Bonfield, F 1/c,
Engagement
w
Mr. and Mrs. William Durrett USNR, of Mt Sterling, junior the
*
* *
«
of Frankfort announce the engage- winter quarter of 1942-43, is still
ment of their daughter. Miss on duty with the USS Southard,
Helen Hall Durrett, to Robert D.M.S. No. 10, Fleet P.O., San
Samuel Cloyd of Junction City. Francisco. In the Naval Reserve
The bride-elect graduated from since June, 1942. Bonfield has been
Eastern in IMS and is employed overseas about a year and a half.
as home economics teacher and
Lt William H. Cox, son of Prof,
cafeteria manager at Danville and Mrs. Meredith J. Cox, is In
Mr. Cloyd has recently been dis- Yokabama with the 43rd (Winged
charged from the Army after ser- Victory) Division. His address is
ving three and one half years in Co. L, 182 Inf., APO 716, c/o PostWONDERFUL gift idea for
the European theater.
master, San Francisco. Mr. Cox
Former Students Returned "
is head of the chemistry departyour hoste»s...or yourself!
From Overseas
ment at Eastern.
Major Oscar G. Estes, of RichLt James A. Crowe, of Stanton,
Pretty box containing a shakerJESSE C
mond, junior in 1940-41, was a re- sophomore in 1941-42, has receivPAVlS
cent visitor on the campus. He ed an assignment in the Pacific
top box of Dusting Powder and
NEVILLE
landed at Camp Stoneman, Calif., and left Camp Beale, Calif., In
2-ounce bottle of Cologne. Both
October 23 and arrived in Rich- October. His temporary address
G TODD
mond the 31st Commander of a is APO 22969, c/o Postmaster,
scented with the delightfully
B-29 "City of Lexington," Major San Francisco. Lt. Crowe gradEstes was baaed on Guam and uated from the Military Academy
fresh, woodsy Mountain Laurel
completed 35 missions over Japan. at West Point in June and was
"HONES 4-9 - 50
He wears the Presidential Citation stationed at Ft Banning, Ga, for
fragrance. All for only $1, plus
with 6 clusters, Distinguished Fly- a time before going to Camp Beale.
ing Cross, Asiatic-Pacific ribbon Promoted
tax. Larger set, $2, plus tax.
with 3 stars for Japan, Truk, and
Roy L. Cole, Beattyvllle, senior
Okinawa, the Air Medal with 3 the summer of 1941, has been proclusters, the American Theater and moted to Patty Officer 2/c effecPre-Pearl
(Coatlautd as Page •> '
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Thursday, December 6, 1945
Eastern Host To
Educational Meet
Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College was host for the Eastern-BeU-Lincoln County Educational Conference held on the college campus on Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday, November 29-December 1, 1945. Delegates representing the teachers of Bell and
Lincoln Counties attended the
meeting.
This conference is part of the
state-wide cooperative study on
teacher education which has been
in progress in Kentucky since 1943.

Seven colleges and their cooperating school "systems have been
working since that time on ways
and means of improving the quality of living in the community
through the schools. Eastern has
been cooperating with the Bell
County School System since the
beginning of the study. The Lincoln County School System Joined
the study in the summer of 194S.
Dr. D. T. Ferrell, head of the
department of education at Eastern and coordinator of the EasternBell County Cooperative Study was
in charge Of the general arrangements for the conference.
The program started at 4:30 p.

EASTERN PROGRESS
m., Thursday, November 29, with
registration of delegates and
guests, followed by an informal
gathering and introductions. At
6:30 p. m., a dinner was held" in
the college cafeteria, with President W. F. O'Donnell presiding.
At the conclusion of the dinner a
panel on "The Community School"
was conducted with Dr. J. J. Oppenheimer, Dean of the College of
Liberal Arts, University of Louisville, as chairman. Eastern waa
represented on the panel by Dr.
N. B. Cuff, director of student personnel; Laura Katherine Evans, assistant professor of elementary education, and Marrgaret Lingenfelaer, supervising teacher, training
school. Representing Bell County was W. M. Slusher, superintendent; Marjorie Chambers, helping teacher; O. F. Asher, principal
of Bell high school; R. E. Bergsstresser, principal of Red Bird high
school; Eva Wilder, principal of
Cardinal school. Lincoln County
was represented on the panel by
F. N. McWhorter, superintendent;
Jason Roberts, principal of the
Hustonvllle high school; Mrs. Lula Carter, Moreland school, and
Lena McClure, Crab Orchard
school. •
Dean W. J. Moore of Eastern
presided at the opening of the first
session on Friday morning at 8:30.
A feature of this meeting was an
address on "The Development of
the Cooperative Study" by Dr. R.
E. J aggers, director of teacher education and certification, state department of education, Frankfort,
Kentucky.

Page Five

Work groups were in session
from 9:30 to 11:30 a. m. on Friday. Group 1 on general education with Dr. Louis Smith, dean
of the upper division, Berea College, as chairman, considered the
broad, basic educational needs of
the teacher for the community
school. Miss Louise Combs, assistant director of teacher education and certification, state department of education, Franfkort, Kentucky, was chairman of group 11
on professional education, which
considered the professolnal competencies necessary for the teacher In the community school.
The period from 1:00 to 2:30 p.
m., Friday afternoon, was devoted
to demonstrations in the training
schools. Work groups were in session again from 2:30 to 4:00 p. m.,
with a tea and social hour in Walnut Hall, Student Union Building
at 4:16 p. m.
The closing session of the conference was held Saturday morning, with Dr. D. T. Ferrell, presiding.
Committee reports were
heard, and a general evaluation of
the work of the conference was
given by Dr. J. J. Oppenheimer,
general consultant. The conference closed at noon, Saturday, December 1.

Drenched Alumni
See Maroons Win

Before the largest crowd of the
season, the Eastern Maroons romped the Kirksville Missouri Bulldogs
54 to 0, to end their successful
1945 season. Umbrellas were raised during most of the game, but
Personalized Stationery
that didn't dampen the spirits of
the fans or the players. While the
Christmas Cards
rooters were standing on their feet
throughout the contest, the Maroons ran roughshod over the BullRichmond Printers
dogs.
Second St
v
Phone 429-J
Miller started the fracas off
when he scored from the twentyyard line. Wilson's kick was good
and the score was 7 to 0. The drive,
started from the Maroon's own 20
and led by Zoretic's 20 and 25 yard
Mrs. Clement McDowell gains,
extended to the 20, where
Miller ran it over. The next touchis an expert beauty
down came when Eastern received
the ball on Missouri's 33. Zoretic

NOTICE
operator

BOGG'S BEAUTY
PARLOR
Main St

Phone 416

GIVE HER A TRY

threw a pass to BUI Selbee on the a touchdown, but it was 'called
twenty. Zoretic then ran the ball back because of a clipping penalty
to pay dirt. Bert Lana, left end, against Eastern.
led Zoretic with very good blockAt the opening of the last quaring. Bill Wilson's attempted con- ter, Wilson passed 35 yards to
version was blocked.
Buky who was stopped inches short
After the Bulldogs received the of a score. Wilson then plunged
ball on the kickoff, they made a over for the six points. Wilson's
first down on three plays but final- kick was blocked; the score was
ly gave up after the onruahing Ma- 52 to 0. Halfway in the fourth
roon liiie threw the Missouri backs quarter a pass from Wilson Infor losses of 6 and 6 yards. In the tended for Pendleton waa intersecond quarter with a new back- cepted by Men-it who was smeared
field-Consisting of Meyers, Wilson, behind the goal line by Leo King.
Stapleton, and Hahn, the Eastern This added two points to the score
line marched to Kirksvtlle's 1- to make a sum total of 54.
yard line where Jack Hahn plungEvery player on the Eastern
ed the ball over. Wilson's kick squad eritered the game which
split the uprights and the score gave further proof that the Bullstood 20 to 0.
dogs were no match for the Ma- At the end of the second quar- roon eleven. The Kirksville eleven
ter, Stapleton raced fifty yards never threatened and netted only
to the 1-yard line to set up the three yards in th last half.
next score. He then plunged it
It would be unfair to name any
over for the score. The Bulldog individual stars on Eastern beline broke through and blocked cause every player played excellent
Wilson's kick. The half ended ball. The line opened up holes
with the score 26 to 0.
that enabled the fast moving backs
After an exchange of kicks in to race through the secondary for
the start of the third quarter, the long gains.
Maroons received the hall on Missouri's 29-yard line. Zoretic and
Miller ran to the 17 where quarter- Maroons Overcome
back Dick Scherrbaum threw an
aerial to Tom Sheehan for the Berea In Opener
fifth touchdown. Wilson's educated toe added another point to
The Eastern Teachers College
make the score 33 to 0.
Maroons opened their 1945-46 basThe Kirksville eleven received ketball season Monday night by
the ball on the kickoff but couldn't soundly trouncing the Berea Colbudge an inch. Ed Magazine, Mis- lege Mountaineers, 91-32p in a
souri halfback attempting to kick game played in Weaver Health
from his own 23, had it blocked, Building.
and Sheehan scored his second
Eastern, led by Fred Lewis,
touchodwn of the game when he who scored 27 points, Jumped into
recovered the free ball in the end- an early lead and were never
zone. Again Wilson's kick was ac- pressed by the outclassed visitcurate, and the score was 40 to ors. Coach Rankln substituted fre0.
quently and apparently has more
Immediately after Eastern kick- reserve strength than he has had
ed to Missouri, Scherrbaum inter- in recent years.
cepted a pass from Kelsey intendBill De-Venzio, playing his first
ed for Price. Scherrbaum then
in a Maroon uniform, looked
faded and threw a beautiful 35 game
last night as did Herman
yard pass to Bert Lana who made good
(Monk) Oldham, former Louisa neat one-handed catch on the 1- ville
Male star, and Ooebel Hitter,
yard line and was stopped in his
of the four starting players
tracks. Fullback Selbee hit the one
that have seen service in the
line for the score. Wilson's kick armed
forces, showed that he
was perfect making the score 46 has regained
old form and
to 0. Toward the end of the third that he will behis
hard
quarter Selbee took a lateral from of a starting berth. to keep out
Zoretic and hot-footed 80 yards for
Coach Noll, who took over the
coaching Job at Berea after the
Navy V-12 unit left the school,
suffered his first defeat at hands
of an Eastern team last night.
Coach Noll was head coach at
Berea a number of years ago and
his teams had defeated Eastern
ten consecutive times prior to
last night's contest.
Eastern plays Georgetown here
Wednesday night.

V I C TRO L A
RECORDS
New Shipment of Victor,
Columbia, and Decca
Records Arriving Weekly

Chen YD Chinese Red

THE FIXIT SHOP

Becauae Jt't a true, pure red any complexion type cau
wca_' Chen Yu Chinese Red with any costume color—
and be right! Smart Set Gift Box includes nail lacquer,
Lacquerol base coat and matching lipstick.

Madison Theatre Bldg.

llp.llrfc
Clftl

MADISON DRUG CO.

BEGLEY DRUG CO.

by jty&*

BLOUSES THAT DO SO MUCH FOR SO LITTLE
Wispy rayon sheers to make you look fragile-as-a-lily, and
daihty. bow tie* for that pert business-like look which
-MIX find so charming! In white and colors. Sizes 32-3R.

2.98

"Thit tilt, chicks! A sweet .plea ted
skirt that's Ast over your hips to
(ire rou the s-m-o-o-i-h-cs-t
line ever! The extra-wide wsistband accentuates the negative
. . . meaning yoor tiny waistline,
of course. In super colors, sises
9 to 15.
a»a*ar«fs«sf

»•• — * *«

•I

$4.50

The Smart Shop

<:
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(Continued from Page 4)
tlve Oct. 1. In the Navy since
September, 1943, Petty Officer
Cole has been stationed at Oakland, Calif., for the past year. His
address is 1518 Fourth Ave., Oaklar d 6
» - Jackie Orr, of..«'..
Miss
Ashland,
freshman In 1941-42, has attained
success In New York as a Conover
model artd actress under the name
of Leta Mauree, according to a
story in the Louisville CourierJournal November 17 featuring a
large photograph of Miss Orr. Former cheerleader at Ashland high
school and at Eastern, the cover
girl attained quick success beginning in January, 1944, and worked
up to top contracts in photographic
modeling. Harry Conover chose
the name Mike Mauree for her,
deciding her name of Jacqueline
Mauree Orr was too long. When
she took a part in the Broadway
musical "Polonaise," she again
changed her name, this time to
Leta Mauree.
Maurice-E. White, a freshman
at Eastern in 1939, was awarded
the degree of Doctor of Optometry
at the commencement exercises
Sept. 28 of the Monroe College of
Optometry in Chicago. Dr. White
Is now preparing for the Kentucky
State Board examinations and
plans to return to practice in his
home town of Neon. He is the
husband of Mrs. Georgia Bates
White, '43.
Former Students Overseas
Lt. Ed Mountz, of Clay City,
Junior the winter quarter of 194243 when he left to enter the Army,
is in Sasebo, Japan, attending a
Special Service School and will
rejoin his outfit in Fukuoka soon.
His address is Co. "H," 127th Inf.
Regt, APO 32, c/o Postmaster,
San Francisco. Lt. Mountz completed three years of ROTC training at Eastern. He left for overseas duty in July.
Capt. Robert Harold Ward, of
Paint Lick, freshman in 1932-33,
was one of eight honor students
selected from a student body of
4,000 to stay for the second term
at Biarritz American University,
Biarritz, France. He attended the
summer term at the" University of
Paris. He has been overseas for
32 months, serving with the 82nd
Airborne Division.
Capt. James Harvey Lewis, of
Grayson, sophomore the first semester of 1940-41, is on Tinian in
the Marianas where he is director
of operations, according to news
received from friends by Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Ault at Eastern. Capt.
Lewis expects to be sent to Hawaii soon. His address is 680 E.
Sq., 504 B. Group, Box 58, APO
336. San Francisco.
Cpl. Clyde E. Greenwood, of Milton, sophomore the winter quarter of 1942-43 when he left to enter
the service, is on Oahu, Hawaii,
where he has been for about seven
months. His address is Hq. Btry.,
435th Field Artillery Bn., APO
957, San Francisco. In a recent
letter to Mrs. Janet Murbach, Cpl.
Greenwood expressed disappointment In the "paradise of the Pacific."
Ensign L. G. Kennamer, Jr., of
Richmond, graduate of Model high
school and son of Dr. L. O. Kennamer of the faculty, is on an la C.
T., Group II 44, on his way to
Japan. He has been in the Navy

since March, 1943. His address is
LCT Grp. H 44, c/o Fleet P. O., San
Francisco.
Pvt. Cecil J. Shryock, of Lawrenceburg, freshman the fall and
winter quarters of 1944-45, is with
4613 Quartermaster Truck Co.,
APO 70, c/o Postmaster, San Francisco. He entered the service in
April, 1945.
Technician Fourth Grade Raymond A. Wolford, of Phelps, Junior
the summer of 1941, is attending
Shrivenham American University
in England. Overseas ten months,
he is with the 81at Hospital Train
Unit.
Former Students Returned
From Overseas
James Novis Mason, Firecontrol
3/c, of Stanford, freshman in 194243, is at present a member of a
fire control repair unit in San Diego. His address is Ind. Comm.
Div. 13-1, U. S. Naval Repair Base,
San Diego 36, Calif. He served
aboard the USS New York two
years, his last campaign being the
Okinawa campaign. He entered
the Navy in March,- 1943.
Northern Kentucky
Alumni Meeting
A luncheon meeting of graduates
and former students of Eastern
was held Friday, November 9, in
the Chamber of Commerce Building at Covlngton. Seventy-five persons were present for the meeting.
Six members of the Eastern faculty attended: Dr. N. B. Cuff, W. L.
Keene, C. A. Keith, Mrs. Emma Y.
Case, Miss May C. Hansen, and
Dr. D. T. Ferrell. Mr. Keene was
the speaker for the occasion.
Officers for the northern Kentucky group elected at the meeting
for the 1945-46 year were Russell
Bridges, '36, Ft. Thomas, president;
Miss Madeline Corman, '45, Ludlow, vice president; Mrs. Mary
Dawn Walling, '40, of Covlngton,
secretary-treasury.
Those present at the meeting included the following: C. S. Dale,
Bellevue, graduate in the first class
of 1908; Edgar Arnett, '23, Erlanger; Elolse P. Drlggs, '24, Covington; Lee Pelley, '27, Covlngton;
Mattle Redmon, "28, Lois Redmon,
former student, Covington; Talton
K. Stone, '29, Carrollton; Mary M.
Taphorn, '30; Mrs. Huldah Wilson
Schatzman, '30, Covlngton; Mabel
K. Elliott, '31, Covington; Dr. Arthur T. Tipton. '33, Ludlow; Mrs.
Herbert B. Tudor, '33, Covington;
Herbert B. Tudor, '33, Covington;
Arline Young, '33, Covington.
Bernice E. Champion, '35, Dayton; Charles Allphin, '36, Ft
Thomas; Russell E. Bridges, '36,
auperintendent of Ft. Thomas
schools; Myrtle Cornellson, '37,
Covington; Ruth German, Bellevue, '36; Helen R. Gardiner, '37,
Walton; Bill Bennett, '38, Cincinnati; Otwell Rankin, '38, and Mrs.
Otwell Rankin (Katherine Prather, '36),- Erlanger; Mrs. Vivian
Buckshorn Ankenbauer, '38, Covington; Dorothy Burke, '38, Covington; Mrs. Elizabeth Hall Sheriff, '39, Covington; Mrs. Joyce Hermann Bailey, '39, Newport; Helen
Kiser, '39, Covington; Viola J. Corman, '40, Ludlow;
Evelyn Marshall, '40, Covlngton;
Virginia Marz, '40, Ft. Thomas;
Dorothy Adams, '42, Erlanger; Alma Jean Bach, '42, Florence; Katherine Berry, '42, Erlanger; 'Mrs.
Susan Blesack Mann, '42, Covington; Vivian Dicken, '42, Ludlow;

VISIT. THE

Mary E. Gregory, '42, Bellevue; Ashland; Mrs. Hugolene McCoy
Mary E. Humphrey,,'42, Walton; 1 Hughes, '41, Raceland; Christine
Nora K. Mason, '42, Covlngton; McGuire, '48, West Liberty; Alma
Jean Porter, '42, Covington; Mary {McLain, '43, Maysville; Imogene
Lou Purdy, '42, Alexandria; Clara Wells, '43, Maysville; Christine
Weinel, '42, Alexandria; Henrietta Mo ran, '45, Auxier; Leona M. PenBaker, '43, Covington; Anne E. nington. '45, Raceland; Mrs. Sally
Christie, '43, Willlamstown; Roz- E. Klmbler, '36, Pikeville; former
students and visitors Vivian K.
ellen Griggs, '43, Erlanger;
Mrs. Nina S. Lucy, '44, Hebron; Barnett, Pikeville; Mrs. Lei and
Mrs. Juanita Clinklnbeard Teipel, Cook, Vanceburg; Mrs. Delmon W.
'45, Covington; Blanche Colyer, Howard, Betsy Layne; Marguerite
'45, Florence; Madeline Corman, S. M. Randolph, Williamson, W.
'45, Ludlow; Martha Davis, '45, Va.; Mrs. A. D. Randolph, WilAlexandria; Katherine Fossett, '45, liamson, W. Va.; Imogene Ratliff,
Bellevue; Anita C. O'Hearn, '45, Pikeville; Nancy Ratliff, Bethel;
Alexandria; Mary Lou Snyder, '45, Mrs. Mary Leggett Rawlings,
Covington; Evelyn Tritsch, '45, Sharpsburg; Leuna R. Rigsby, CarCovlngton; former students Marie ver; Jeanne M. Ruark, Vanceburg;
Reeves Coyle, Covington; Mrs.
Dorothy S. staniey, Ashland;
Ruth Plaga Crittenden, Newport; Mrs. Marguerite Suit, Sardis;
Mrs. Alice Gilligan, Dayton; Mrs. Georgetta M. Voiers, Vanceburg;
Clara Riggs Lewis, Covington; Jessie Moore Voiers, Tollesboro;
Mrs. Sarah Tanner Markesbery, Glfford Varney, Belfry; Marie
Florence; Sibbia Reimer, Burling- Bartley, Pikeville; Rediford Damton; Marie Everta Smith, Coving- ron, Pikeville; Hazel Chatfield,
ton; Emma V. Stevens, Alexandria; Ashland; Blanche Chatflela, AshHazel B. Waller, Crittenden; Clara land; Fuqua M. Hendricks, RusWatts, Latonia.
sell; Mrs. Herbert H. Jones,
Retiring president of the north- Owingsville; Ruth Kiser, Moreern Kentucky Eastern Club, who head.
presided at the luncheon meeting,
Retiring officers of the Eastern
was Miss Henrietta Baker, '43; group
for this year were Mrs. Fanvice president, Miss Jean Baker, nie Wallace
Porter, '36, of Aah'42; secretary-treasurer, Busjfcd Bie- land, who presided
at the meeting;
sack Mann, '42.
Miss Elizabeth North, '26, Pikeville College, vice president, and
Eastern Kentucky
Mrs. Eula Stapleton Patton, '24,
Alumni Meeting
Ashland, secretary.
The meeting of graduates and
former students from the eastern Junior Alumni
Kentucky area was held at noon
A daughter, Barbara Lynn,
Friday, November 9, in the dining born to Mr. and Mrs. William
room of the Henry Clay Hotel in Harris Griggs in the Strong Me-1
Ashland with fifty-five persons mortal Hospital, Rochester, N. Y.,
present. President W. F. O'Don- November 14. Mr. Griggs, '43, is
nell, Miss Mary Frances McKlnney, the son of Mrs. Bessie Harris
and James E. Van Peursem repre- Griggs, of the Eastern adminissented Eastern. Miss Lois String- trative staff and is a chemist
fellow, '36, was elected chairman with the Eastman Corporation.
of tho group for the coming year. Mrs. Griggs is the former Miss
President O'Donnell was the speak- Jane Lftsey, of Springfield, a Juner.
ior in 1942-43. Mr. and Mrs.
Present at the meeting were O. Griggs have a son, Paul. Their
L. Mullikin, '10, Vanceburg super- address is 164 Christian Avenue,
intendent; Mrs. Eula Stapleton Richester 13.
Pat ton, '24, Ashland; Henry L. ElJoseph Franklin, Jr., born to
lis, '26, Ashland; Clark E. Chestnut, Cpl.
Mrs. Joseph Franklin
•31. Mays Lick; Clyde Farley, '31, Walshand
Owensboro November
Belfry; James L. Patton, '32, 14. Mrs.atWalsh
the former Miss
Palntsville; George L. Evans, '33, Inez McKlnley, Iswho
was for a
Frankfort; Mrs. Sweet May Smith, number of years a member of ad'33, Pikeville; W. F. Doane, '34, ministrative staff at Eastern. She
Belfry; Delmon W. Howard, '34, is at present at her home, 41
Betsy Layne; Anna Ware Arra- Plum St., Owensbord.
smlth, '36, Bethel; Fannie Wallace
A son, John, born to Brig. Gen.
Porter, '36, Ashland; Lois Stringfellow, '36, Ashland; Elizabeth and Mrs. W. W. Ford, June 20.
Gen. Ford was formerly in charge
North, '24, Pikeville;
Jane O. Hendren, '37, Morehead of the Eastern R. O. T. C. He is
State Teachers College; Lay ton W. at present stationed at Ft. BenHowerton, '37, Ashland; Herbert ning, Ga.
H. Jones, '37, Owingsvillc; Georgia Former Students in the Service
Manley, '37, Ashland; Mrs. Violet
Triplett Duvall, '37, Ashland; Fae
S/Sgt. Ralph E. Burns, of CinLou Barrett, '40, Pikeville; Olive cinnati, Junior the summer of '42,
E. Barrett, '40, Pikeville; Goldie was recently a visitor at Eastern.
Franz Blair, '40, Ashland; Mrs. He has been with Sqdn. E, 423rd
Thrliiia G. Estep, '40, Ashland; Base Unit, Army Air Base, Walla
Mrs. Velma Grubbs Toomey, '40, Walla, Wash.

Sgt. Paul Love, Junior the first
semester of 1941-42 when he left
to enter the service, is at present
with Co. C, 808th Replacement
Bn., Camp Polk, La., awaiting
discharge from the Army. Until
recently he was at Brans General
Hospital, Santa Fe, N. Mex. Mrs.
Lova (Fay Asbury, '42) is for the
present remaining-at Santa Fe.
Cpl. William D. Stoms, of Ft.
Thomas, freshman the summer of
1942, is with 4184 AAF Base
Unit, Kinsman Army Air Field,
Kingman, Ariz.
—
Robert Eugene Williams, seaman 2/c, of Richmond, is at Barracks 40, U. 8. N., PSC, Memphis, Tenn. He has been in the
Navy since July.
Lt. Robert M. Worthington,
Dry Ridge, Junior in 1941-42, has
been transferred from Gulfport,
Miss., to MacDlll Field, Tampa,
Fla., with Sqdn. S, Box 1793.
Lt. Donald F. Montfort, Campbellsburg, sophomore the winter
quarter of 1942-43 when he entered the Air Corps, is at Kearns,

Utah, at the Army Air Forces
Overseas Replacement Depot. Lt.
Montfort has been recently stationed at Ft. Myers, Fla.
Major John L. Saad, of Pikeville, Junior in 1939-40, is with
167th Liaison Sqdn., Marshall
Field, Ft. Riley, Kans. He was for
some time an instructor at Randolph Field, Texas.

NOTICE
Mrs. Clement McDowell
is a beauty
operator
at

BOGG'S BEAUTY
SHOP
Main Street

Phone 416

LET'S GIVE HER A TRY

MONOGRAMED

,

MATCHES.
COCKTAIL NAPKINS
STATIONERY

THE LOUISE SHOP

Men's Opera Slipper
Brown leather loung- $4.98
era, wool lined.

Men's Everett Slipper
Built for comfort!
$1.59
Brown imi-leather.

Women's Chenille Style
D'Orsay slipper with $1,98
fluffy pompons.

Women's Satin Male
Wine-color wedgies, $*JLM
with white fur trim. •"

... the shortest distance betw
two hearts 1 That tantalizing,
insidious fragrance created

WHITE KITCHEN

for you who would leave

HAMBURGERS OUR SPECIALTY

behind — always — your
signature la scent.

VISIT

OWEN McKEE
Main St.—Phone 60

91.75 to $20

CORNETT'S DRUG STORE

WELCOME TO

RIVERS SHOE SHOP
On Your Way to Town

' - ■
l

JUST ARRIVED!,

South Second St.

A new shipment of

FORMALS

CITY TAXI

for the Holiday Season

Phone 1000

Make Your Selection Early

HINKLE'S Rexall DRUGS
Madison Theatre Bldg.

'I

THE IRIS SHOP
Second Street

,

Misses' Shearling Slipper
Opera style, in cozy CA 40
beige lamb's fur!
*

Women's Chin Chasers
Snug, warm shearl- $9,98
ing. Opera styled!
«"

Boys' Everett Slipper
Sturdy fait, in
0
brown only.

Infants' Felt Bootee
Red with white fur 11 00
collar. Sizes 0 to 5 *l'"

Phone 657

XMAS GIFTS—CARA NOME COSMETICS

NOLAND'S SHOP

"Say It With Flowers"

Make the Noland Shop Your
WE STOCK A COMPLETE LINE OP
Headquarters for Your Xmas
Shopping

v

•

Richmond Greenhouses

Wide Selection of Gifts
West Main Street

CUT FLOWERS IN SEASON

Phone 838
Phone 977

The Beauty of Our Business is Flowers

ELDER'S

